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Eikev 5777- What’s For Supper? 

 

 In this week’s parsha Moshe reminds the Bnai Yisrael that having a perfect life 

would depend on their fealty to Hashem and His mitzvos. He warned them that things could 

unravel pretty quickly. He said, “Hishamru lachem pen yifteh levavchem vesartem 

va’avadetem elohim achairim” - “Guard yourselves lest your hearts are enticed and you 

will turn away and serve elohim achairim” (Devarim, 11:16). Literally, elohim achairim 

means “other gods”, i.e. idols, but (since it would be inappropriate to translate it thus, for 

it suggest that these idols are on an equal footing with Hashem) Rashi [citing Sifri] 

translates it as “gods who are strangers”. He explains that when a person cries out to these 

idols for help, he (obviously) receives no response. The idol is therefore like a complete 

stranger to its worshipper. 

 This Rashi is not only teaching us how to correctly translate a word in the Torah, 

but is also giving us a crucial definition of Emunah - faith in Hashem. Unlike an idol, which 

cannot respond, Emunah entails working on the belief that Hashem always does. Hashem 

always responds in one of three ways: He says “Yes”, He says “No”, or He ignores. [The 

latter is reserved for the types of humans that Hashem (and fellow man) finds extremely 

distasteful, such as extremely pompous & arrogant people.]  

 Bottom line is that when we daven to Hashem, it seems we are commonly met with 

the same silence or non-change as of that of one praying to his idol. Judaism demands that 

we recognize the difference, that one is silence, whilst the other is a response. This is one 

of the nisyonos - challenges - in living in a time of Churban, where our normally keen 

sense of perception of Hashem’s answers have been removed, and what we take as silence 

is in reality, our own deafness. 

 Yankel went to his doctor to talk about his wife. 

 He said, "I’m not sure, but I think my wife is deaf." 

 "Well," the doctor replied, "go home, stand about 15 feet from her, and say 

something. If she doesn't reply, move 5 feet closer and say it again. Keep doing this until 

we get an idea about the severity of her deafness." 

 The husband went home and did exactly as the doctor had instructed. He started off 

15 feet from his wife in the kitchen as she was working at the counter. 

 He said, "Shprintzale, what's for supper?" 

 He heard no response. He moved 5 feet closer and asked again. No reply. He moved 

5 feet closer. Still no reply. 

 He finally got fed up and moved right behind her, about an inch away, and hollered, 

"Shprintza, what's for supper?" 

 Shprintza turns around and says, "Yankel, for the fourth time, it’s chicken!" 



 We are all Yankels, and Churban has us standing “15 feet” away from Hashem. We 

need to remind ourselves that the silence is our own shortcomings not Hashem’s. The 

responses are out there, we are just right now incapable of hearing until we get a little 

closer.  

 There is a famous story where a Yid with a troubled heart approached the 

Ponevezher Rav. He said, “Rebbi, ich davent tzum Oibishter und Ehr enfert nisht” - “I 

daven to Hashem but He doesn’t answer me”. The Rav responded, “Ehr enfert, nisht!” - 

“He answers, "No"!” This is not just a catchy comeback, it is also an insight in how to hear 

Hashem’s responses. The difference between the Yid’s proclamation and the Ponevezher 

Rav’s, is a comma. That is the trick to analyzing the aftermath of our prayers. Before 

declaring G-d has not responded, we must comma -pause-. Pause and analyze ourselves, 

and make sure we are not of the ilk that has caused Hashem to ignore. This may involve a 

need for self-improvement. Pause and analyze how we petitioned Him. Was it half-hearted, 

insincere, or inappropriate? Those too, are grounds to being ignored. Pause and look 

around. Look for subtle changes in our lives, our moods, our priorities, our surroundings. 

Look to connect the dots in life. For there are a myriad of ways that a “Yes” answer is 

packaged. If we cannot find anything, then it could well be Hashem is answering "No, not 

right now”. But remember, we are all Yankels, with hearing that is faint and eyesight that 

is glaucomic. We are all Yankels, where not picking up on the Yeses and Nos in life, and 

denying our own shortcomings is a favorite pastime. 

 And Hashem, like Shprintza, patiently keeps answering, and waits for us to get close 

enough to Him so we can finally hear his response. 

 Loud & clear! 
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